America today is a land of epic achievement, epic stories. Never
in its history has there ever been written such a story of a nation
merged into a single unit with a common purpose, for a cause
greater than anything man has ever lived for.

We here at the Electronic Corporation of America have watched
these achievements, have helped write these stories. In our own

modest way we have helped cross the t's and dotÿ the i's in the
country's inspiring saga of victory. As an industrial unit ÿ a community of engineers and technicians- we have planned, blueprinted, created weapons to help destroy the Axis. In our own
plants we have seen our workers, men and women, Negro, white,
Christian, Jew, Republican, Democrat, liberal and conservative---

seen them working together, hoping and striving as Americans
together.

They have inspired this booklet. It is for them and their kin
at the battlefronts, for millions like them all over America that
ECA has felt it necessary to contribute its collective thought in the
shaping of the postwar future.

Second Prirÿting, January 15, 1945.
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one job. For the employee, it brought substantial and deserving rewards,
paid for by management. Health benefits, medical insurance, recreational
services, morale meetings where leading spokesmen from labor, government and industry discussed every phase of the war- resulting in better
understanding and increased production.

Axis handiwork, nation after nation enslaved, whole peoples exterminated,
tradition and culture and wealth destroyed. If there were those who were
cynical or pessimistic about the spirit, the innate strength of America, they
have long been silenced or enlightened. With few and infamous exceptions, American industry, American labor, American agriculture, American

science and the American home joined the battle.
For management such enlightened harmony in wartime spotlighted
important lessons. It enlarged its vision of the postwar problem, bringing

With the complete destruction of the enemy almost within grasp, with

management flush up against the challenge of finding the answers. In

the vast domestic and international problems of postwar already on the

meeting the greater responsibilities of wartime, management, through its
experiences on the joint committee, is prepared to share its obligations
to the future.

agenda of every thinking mind in the nation, it is well to glance quickly
over the American scene and refresh ourselves with its promise. There is
a great deal of reason to feel optimistic about postwar America.

This pamphlet is ECA's first step in meeting this obligation and helping
American industry and labor to share the immense responsibilities at home.

We have been fighting this war as a united nation. This is the greatest
lesson America has learned. Government, industry and labor, in assemblyline teamwork, forged new weapons, promoted new hopes. True, there were
confusions and even gaps in the structure. But never did the gap become
too wide to halt the march toward victory. The government's staggering
With the treacherous blow at Pearl Harbor, the die was cast. The issue
of survival for America had long before been apparent. The government,
alert to the menace, had thrown its power into the fray two years previously, but the stark shadow of enslavement by a fascist-dominated world

faced millions of Americans for the first time.

goal in planes, tanks, guns, ships and every weapon of war was considered
an impossible figure, a fantasy in planning. The Axis jeered. Even some

patriotic citizens felt crushed by the immensity of the task. But the government's faith in industry, the worker and the farmer was more than justified.
It was based on a sound understanding of the resources of the nation and

the will of its people.

•
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We entered the war because we faced death. We fight because fascism
means the end of civilized society. There were men who would not believe
this even as late as December 7, 1941. There were a few men who did not

Industry performed feats which our allies termed miracles. By 1943,
American industry was out-producing the three Axis powers combined.
By October of that year, we were producing six and a half times as many

weapons as produced in the month preceding Pearl Harbor.

care. But the American people cared. They proved with an amazing display of unity, resourcefulness and courage that if ever there was a cause

for which to fight and die, this war was it.
A soldier has been quoted from the battlefront as saying that he is
fighting for the right to go home and "boo the umpire." In its typically
forthright Americanism, the right to "boo the umpire" means to express
ourselves as free men, the right to worship, the right to an education, to a
job, to a democratic way of life. Long before Japan struck, we had seen the

Let us take two industries--aircraft and shipping- to get a picture
of what American industry achieved. President Roosevelt, in a special
message to Congress on January 6, 1942, called on industry to turn out

60,000 planes in 1942, 125,000 planes in 1943. Industry was staggered.
Could it attain those figures? In 1939 America had produced only 2,600.

between 35,000,000 and 40,000,000 deadweight tons. This is triple the
total deadweight tonnage of our merchant fleet in 1939!
Before Pearl Harbor, it took six months to build an ocean cargo vessel;
early in 1942 Liberty ships were being built in 105 days. By January 1943,
there were some 79 Liberty ships that had been finished in an average of
56.2 days.
In rubber we built an entire new synthetic industry overnight. In
petroleum fuels we have long since surpassed the 150,000 barrels of supertest gasoline a day, a goal which the industry was given before Pearl
Harbor and which was four times the 1941 output. The basic economy of
the electronics industry rose tenfold from 1941 to 1944. In 1943 the
government spent 4 billion dollars for the production of all electronic
equipment, as much as was spent for the production of automobiles and
textiles in our greatest pre-war year!

Yt Afa
In noting these achievements of industry, we must not underestimate
the part played by labor. Only the joint efforts of management and labor

In 1942 aircraft plants rolled off the assembly lines 49,000 planes. By the
end of 1943 America was producing planes at the rate of 100,000 a year,
despite overnight changes in airplane design and new emphasis on large
bombers which demanded more manhours and more material than the

lighter fighter planes.
In merchant and naval shipping construction, the miracles of production
are even more astounding. The U.S. Maritime Commission has reported

that by the end of 1944, the United States will have a merchant fleet of
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could have produced this magnificent record. This point must be made for

the benefit of some short-sighted or prejudiced people who have fallen out
of step in the ranks of national unity. The records prove that labor
quickly pledged its men, money and total energy for the winning of the war.
For labor understood the stakes involved in the conflict. Labor had seen
trade unions and social gains trod under the Nazi heel and laboring men

swore that they would fight to the death against that same fate here.
It is men who make the steel, the B-29's, the aircraft carriers. It is men

who stoke the fires of merchant ships and fuel the mills of Pittsburgh and
turn out the jeeps in Detroit. It is men who unselfishly give their skill and
their zeal to their jobs that made possible the stupendous production feats
of America. And behind these men are their trade unions- and it is to

the great credit of these unions, CIO and AFL and Railroad Brotherhoods,
that the machines of war were fueled, shipped, harnessed to the armies of

the United Nations.
Labor provided creative ideas for increased production, offered government and industry new ideas on production planning which saved dollars
and man-hours.

To insure full production, labor voluntarily gave' up its right to strike.

The output of industry has, in the final sense, been the work of millions
of American workers.

Paying tribute to labor, the story of America against the Axis must
include the farmer. In terms of manpower, the American farmer has had

perhaps the toughest task of all in meeting the huge food demands of the
Army, the civilian population and the hungry Allied peoples. The farmer
had to work longer hours with less help, with a heavy drain on his already
worn machines--and he has kept our granaries filled.

DESPITE LABOR SHORTAGES . . .
Food, one of the most vital factors in winning the war, by 1944 increased
in production 38 percent over the pre-war average. Plagued at critical
periods by the adversities of weather, drought and other misfortunes of
nature, the farmer has shown his resiliency and capacity to meet the needs
of every war front. If Americans eat better today than any other nation
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business bankruptcies and untold privations among its people. The human
miseries that went with sickened minds and weakened bodies provide a
haunting dread that America is determined shall not recur.

In December 1940, a year before Pearl Harbor, despite an already large
and steadily expanding war industry, we had 46 million employed and
7.1 million eligible workers unemployed. This single poignant statistic
offers the nation an insistent challenge. The pressing demand of the day
is to build into our national structure a policy of full employment. Only
in this way can we break with the pre-war standards of millions of jobless.

The heart of such a policy is national planning and the power behind it
is the joint and willing cooperation of industry, labor, agriculture and
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Any constructive plan to maintain our stupendous wartime national
income after the war must be geared to a long-range view. But the

immediate period following the collapse of Germany, for at least two and
a half to three years, will be the transitional period when the nation will
be readjusting itself. It is this immediate transitional period--or the
short-haul plan- which must take first place in our national thinking.
For almost a year, legislative consideration and serious discussion
among all sections of the nation have centered on the need quickly to
reconvert our war production to peace consumption, if the vast army of
returning servicemen and displaced war workers is to be absorbed. This

consideration has gone hand in hand with the problems of demobilization. It is obvious that these two problems are the major postwar tasks
for America and that unless we solve them, the long-range reconstruction
of our national economy will be severely handicapped.
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ITHE PROBLEM: FINDING CIVILIAN JOBS FOR 9 MILLION MEN !
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estimated 1 million temporarily unemployed. It represents the highest
total of employed the nation has ever had.

According to Army demobilization estimates as given by Dr. Harold G.
Moulton, president of the Brookings Institute, at the Senate postwar plan-

ning and economic policy hearings in Washington last May, the return to
civilian life will be gradual and extend approximately over a 2½ year
period. This process will begin with the end of the European phase of the
war and will continue until we reach the limits of the final peacetime
armed force, which Mr. Moulton estimates will be about 11/ÿ to 2 million.

The ultimate manpower exodus from the army into civilian life will
be from 9 to 9½ million. The demobilization phase of the armed forces
will be accompanied by a corresponding displacement in war industries.

Consider these figures as revealed by the Senate hearings:
There are at present about 62 million people employed in America,
which includes the 11 million men in the armed forces. This labor force
comprises every type of worker, including agricultural labor and an
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Including men in the army and War workers, the first year following the
victory in Europe will see some 6.4 million men demobilized.
During the first six month period following the defeat of Japan, 6.9

15

million more men will be released from army and industry. The second
six months after total victory will see about 21./2 million men demobilized,

with some 2 million more to be returned to civilian life in the final ½
year period.

i

These figures on demobilization do not of course include the farmers,

°

who, though engaged in war work, are not likely to shift their activities
with the end of the war. The nation is confronted then with a new labor
force of some 17.8 million men for which it must either find jobs, or provide a livable unemployment compensation.

The employment needs of the postwar period are further influenced by
the wartime manpower bulge of women, old men and youth, which will be

reduced to a large extent in the immediate postwar period (though in the
case of the 4.3 million women wage earners in all manufacturing industries, a great percentage is expected to remain in the active labor force).
It is all these assumptions plus the army estimate that as many as 2 million men may remain in uniform at the end of this transition period, that

(im

provides the 57 million postwar civilian labor force. Of this number
there is anticipated a "normally" unemployed figure of 2 million

i m,

unemployed through long illness, seasonal slack, minor industrial dis-

iN"

locations and the normal shifting from job to job.
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The reconversion and employment problem for America as compared

with 46 million employed in 1940 means, therefore, that we will have to
plan for absorbing some 11 million more workers into industry. We will
need at the very least about 9 million more jobs than we had in 1940 if we

il'
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assume that even with full employment, there will be a "normal" unem-

ployed force of 2 million.

If, in 1940, 46 million workers produced a national output in goods and
services of 97 billion dollars, then in terms of 1940 prices, the 55 million
postwar manpower army should yield a gross national product of 116 billion dollars. But increased labor productivity and new technological
advances should make it possible to expand the national product to a still
greater volume provided we can maintain full employment and iull
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industrial activity. Actually, economists estimate as a practical possibility
a postwar national product totalling at least 140 billion dollars at 1940
prices, or 168 billion dollars at current prices.

reconversion plan fall into two categories: the successful termination of
war contracts and the retooling of plants for peacetime production, and
the assurance to servicemen and displaced war workers that they will get
livable unemployment compensation.

However, there are shoals ahead for the nation if this postwar national
income is to be achieved on the 1940 wage and price structure. True, it
would mean that we had increased our total employment by about 20 per-

Two of the most logical and immediate proposals are a centralized
Office of War Mobilization to plan the demobilization with a view to full

cent and our production by 45 percent, but neither our increased labor

employment and a government agency with equal representation of labor,
industry and agriculture to help prepare plans for all-out postwar out-

productivity nor technological successes will fill the great unsatisfied wants
of the people. Why? The key to prosperity is not increased total volume

put. The complicated procedure of finding work for discharged soldiers

of employment alone, nor is it increased production alone. The key is the

and reshifting civilian workers to new labor-shortage areas is another

pocket increase enjoyed by the people--the ratio of wages to profits,

necessary constructive step in meeting the reconversion problem.

which enables the people to buy the goods produced. To the goal
of full employment must, then, be added the principle of a high annual
wage for American labor, made possible by industry-wide agreements and

by a steady and peak turnover of goods yielding smaller profits on each
production unit, but a greater overall profit on total production.

In any case, while a national income of 168 billion dollars for the
immediate postwar period will be greater than that of any preceding peacetime year in our history, it remains the absolute minimum--and a very
insecure minimum -- beyond which we dare not fall. For, if we went back

to our production level of 1940, the number of jobless men would reach
close to 15 million, as compared with the 8.9 million unemployed in 1940.
It becomes even more dismal a study in failure and unplanned economy in

the light of the gross national income for 1943- 186.5 billion dollars.
Government estimates on the production of goods and services for 1944 are

close to 200 billion dollars.
The government, foreseeing the need to tide over the transition between
war and postwar, sponsored the Baruch-Hancock report on reconversion.

This was the opening gun in the battle to prepare the nation for the readjustment. The Baruch-Hancock report strikes the positive note that
"preparations for demobilization are inseparable from the actual conduct
of the war."

Legislation aimed at cushioning the dislocation of industry from war
to peacetime is urgently needed. The necessary steps for such a
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The servicemen and the war workers in the period of readjustment
should be given adequate unemployment compensation in sums considered
an absolute minimum for a normal process of rehabilitation. Here, at

the support of farm and small business groups is essential to maintain the
high pace these two vital sections of American economy established during
the war.

least, is the minimum bridge to help span the transition.
A great step forward was taken when Congress enacted the GI Bill of
Rights which provides financial aid for the demobilized veteran until he
is absorbed in private industry. In its educational, vocational training and
rehabilitation programs, it marks one of the most heartening trends for the
postwar period that we have yet witnessed.

Reconversion is a human problem that goes beyond machines and tools
and unemployment grants.

i

All America must enjoy the fruits of victory. We must extend--and
consider it as part of the reconversion responsibilities of government
our social security system. Old age and sickness benefits, maternity
and death benefits, a national medical and hospitalization fund--these
are irreducible factors in adjusting our economy to the long road
ahead. Such a comprehensive social security system providing for
shock absorbers that will cushion the rough road from a war to a peace

The extent of our reconversion success will depend on the full measure
of unity given to the task by all sections of the people. Just as the war
brooked no partisanship, no political plays for party advantage, so the

LOCAL OFFICE OF
SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM
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economy, will cost us money and lots of it. But if there are any economy-

minded men in public life who would wreck a legislative program for
the reconversion and postwar periods because it will cost too much,
it would be well to recall to them the hard facts of the Great Depression:
a loss of 70 billion dollars in investments and 145 billion dollars in
consumer purchasing power!
The reconversion fight- and achievement- holds a significant
hope for the farmer and the small business man. The first looks forward
to total employment and increasing purchasing power as his most valuable ally for the disposal of agricultural products. The latter, for whom
the war meant a retooling and readjustment of his minimum resources

behind the war etTort, will expect government aid in reconverting his plant
to consumer production.

In both instances, swift federal financial measures and planning with
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postwar readjustment problem is a national problem which belongs to all
parties and all peoples.
Reconversion will be a war in itself, a battle to be won as decisively as
any fought against the Axis. There can be no petty or selfish interests
involved in so great an issue. The Electronic Corporation of America
feels strongly about this. We have noted earlier that the progress and

stability of our own industrial machine was built on joint enterprisewith management and labor shouldering the wheel for a cause greater than
the narrow interests of either group.

"Thn
The legislative aids to ease our reconversion and demobilization programs--federal aid to small business, social security, mustering-out
pay--are merely the adrenalins to sustain the productive heart of
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America. A picture of abundant economy for our citizens, of full-scale,
non-stop consumer production and of an increased standard of living, is

impossible unless we plan for the long pull.
All constructive economists, government planners and industrial and
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labor spokesmen are of one mind on this score--America will flourish

only when the seeds of foreign trade are planted from pole to pole.
Expanded foreign trade is the answer to a permanently prosperous country.
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The Federal Reserve Bank has provided some interesting figures to
prove that we must look elsewhere than our domestic market to take care
of the huge increase in our production. Setting its goal at keeping un-

It is in that 27 billion dollars which includes the foreign market that

employment in America down to a "normal" 2 million, the Federal
Reserve Bank says that we will have to produce and consume 170 billion

we come to an impossible situation (that figure, remember, also includes
public construction and new capital investments).

dollars in goods and services. It lists federal, state and municipal spend.

ing at 30 billion dollars with private business providing the additional
140 billion dollars in purchasing power. It breaks down the figures
further: 113 billion dollars of this 140 billion dollars for consumer goods
and 27 billion dollars for housing, industrial expansion and foreign trade.
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The American people in 1941---the greatest consuming year in our

history--produced 3,700,000 automobiles, 13,700,000 radios, 3,500,000
household refrigerators, 2,000,000 electric washing machines, to mention
some of the most common consumer goods. In order to keep unemploy-
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When we stop producing for war, slow up our machines making goods

for our Allies, halt the great flow of shipments to nations, ports and
peoples all over the world as part of the global war demands, what will
happen to our markets? If we fail to find and develop new ones, if we
consider our pre-war trade with nations as the index for our postwar

exchange, then we face 1930 all over again. A great volume of goods,
overproduction amid a scarcity of buyers and the inevitable collapse of
our national economy.

PRODUCTION FOR
PRODUCTION FOR
CIVILIAN USE
0N CUR NT PRWCES-IN BIWONS
!

We can expand our domestic economy, true. The aids to demobilized

soldiers and war workers, our increased social security benefits, the 30
billion dollars in individual bond savings, a great public works program, are all important in keeping up a high level of purchasing power

I
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even after the current foreign war markets have gone. But these factors

alone, while cushioning the transition period, cannot solve the long run
problem.

$94.3 $ÿ.e

When we get down to essentials, our problem is how to expand our

domestic market by enabling the great bulk of Americans to buy what
they need and want.
$110.0

$90.0

As we point out above, the government is already on the road- on a
short-haul road -- to achieve that during reconversion. But again we stress
there can not be too much emphasis on this--that we can hardly expand

our domestic investments to a degree which will make up for the lost
war markets. War plant capacities are already near the maximum.
$162.0 $6.0
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ment down to the 2 million level that the Federal Reserve hopes for,
America will have to sell 50 percent more of these and all other goods than

it did in 1941.
This 50 percent increase, or a 170 billion dollar national product, as
Federal Reserve sees it, is, however, based on a limited though expanded
foreign trade. Can we rely on such a widened purchasing power on the
domestic front, to consume this huge increase in our production?
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What we produced in 1943 and what we will produce in 1944 (186.5
billion dollars and approximately 200 billion dollars, respectively) must
find new peoples, new outlets for consumption.

Estimates of our postwar foreign trade range all the way from 7
billion dollars upwards. In all these various estimates, it is interesting
to note that though the economic approach to the problem is based on
different viewpoints, there is a common denominator of outlook.
Robert M. Nathan, former chairman of the Planning Committee of the
War Production Board, in his book "Mobilizing for Abundance," says:
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"Buying power is derived out of production. Therefore, increased production in foreign countries will enlarge their domestic markets for their
own goods and for our goods as well."

He says further, that "only the United States will be in a position to

war orders when peace comes. Assuming that half or more than half

of that 85 billion dollars will be absorbed by a domestic market buying more cars, more radios, more washing machines, we must still find new
outlets for the remainder. We must replace the balance in foreign markets
if we hope to sustain our long-range program of an abundant econom,T.

provide" the wartorn world with needed machines and industrial replace-

ments to build up the economy they will need.
We will cite another expert, Leo T. Crowley, Foreign Economics
Administrator. In January of last year, he told a meeting of the Commerce
and Industries Association in New York City that "an expanding volume
of world trade offers the greatest hope for a peaceful and prosperous
world."

We are not here seeking to determine the exact amount America must
produce and sell in foreign markets after the war. We are concerned only
with the absolute truth of the picture; that our pre-war foreign market of

5 billion dollars is unthinkable and that the figure must be increased to a
constant between a 25 billion dollar and a 40 billion dollar external
market. We do not like the kind of thinking that represents the 7 billion
dollar figure because, while it represents expansion, it is obviously inadequate and cannot solve our postwar problems.

"One of the surest ways to achieve the full-scale employment here at
home- something that we are all seeking- is to open up world markets.
This does not mean the Sxploitation of one country by another. The most
advanced countries economically are those that trade the most. The restoration of the economy of Europe, Asia and other parts of the world after
the war will offer a tremendous challenge to American production and an
expanding market for American products.
"Industrial development and construction and reconstruction in Russia,
China and other countries will open up vast markets. Such construction
and reconstruction will help lay the sound economic foundation for a
secure peace. It will raise the standard of living abroad and enlarge the
capacity of the peoples abroad to buy what we have to sell."
We have given an extended quotation from Mr. Crowley's speech, because it tells eloquently the story of our need for a vast postwar foreign
trade increase.

The only question remaining in the minds of industrialists and government is: how much expansion?

Suppose we begin with our 1944 income, about 200 billion dollars
of which 85 billions are actual war orders. In other words, we are already

producing 115 billion dollars in civilian goods in wartime, more than
our total national income for 1940. There won't be any substantial
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The most obvious sources for our immediate postwar export market are
the 3 R's -- Relief, Rehabilitation, Reconstruction--for our allies in
Europe and Asia.
The war has devastated the cities, ruined the countryside, ravished the

economy, left millions of people destitute in many of the United Nations.
They will need quick relief in food and clothing and medicine. They
will need heavy machinery and raw materials and new equipment for their
industries and their farms. It will be up to America, for the most part, to

supply this relief, rehabilitation, reconstruction, which alone will run
into billions of dollars.
The new frontier of our economy is every corner of the globe where
backwardness, poverty and undeveloped resources still exist. It includes
those semi-developed nations and colonies which, with the help our
machines and goods can give them, can become self-producing and prosperous customers. It includes all the stricken nations of Europe, desperately in need of our vast surplus and productive capacities. It is such a
horizon that must be the postwar perspective of government, industry and
labor. We must conceive of our postwar trade in terms that up to now

might have been termed fantastic, but which tomorrow will be the hardheaded realism of forward-looking American business men.
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When our export market was in the 5 billion dollars bracket, we were

confronted by the following contradiction:
Asia has three times the population of Europe. But in 1938 Europe,
exclusive of the Soviet Union, bought from us 37.8 percent of our exports

I

and Asia only 16.7 percent.

Australia and her surrounding islands have 10 million people. They
purchased 3 percent of our pre-war exports. But Africa, with a population

of 157 million people, absorbed only the same amount m 3 percent.
Canada had 12 million inhabitants in 1938. South America had 88
million. Canada bought 15.4 percent of our pre-war goods; South
America, 9.7 percent.

Perhaps the most striking figure of all is the 1938 foreign trade with
the Soviet Union. We sold this great nation which comprises one-sixth
of the entire globe and whose population is greater than all North
America combined, only 2 percent of our total export that year!

That most intelligent American industrialists envisage a boom trade
with the Soviet Union is evident in the comprehensive discussions going on
among them. In the opinion of Eric Johnston, president of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, who recently visited the Soviet Union, we can
expect a vastly increased trade between the two countries.

If we end forever the stuffed-shirt concept that Africa is a land of
barbarians; that the South Pacific islands are just places on the map for
movie travelogues; that our neighbors to the south are peons who don't

want refrigerators and automobiles- we will have established the proper
springboard for a sound political and economic development.
A fitting conclusion to this discussion is the argument advanced by the
Committee on International Economic Policy, composed of such men as

Eric Johnston, Robert M. Gaylord, president of the National Association
of Manufacturers, A. L. M. Wiggins, president of the American Bankers
Association, and some 50 other industrial and educational leaders.
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In a booklet published this year, "World Trade and Employment," the
Committee set forth the following viewpoint:
"Employment is more than a national problem. It is an international
question, the solution for which can be found only in an expansion of
world trade and economic cooperation .... The traffic must be two-way.
Trade is a two-way street .... The great industrial countries, and many of
the vigorous agricultural exporting countries, are now geared to outputs

that can be absorbed only by a peaceful world of expanding trade and
rising living standards .... "
The report by the Committee warned that "the moment is at hand to

sweep away the nationalistic political devices by which international trade
in the recent past has been made an instrument of economic warfare."

A postscript to this world of tomorrow and its interlocking world peace
and abundant economy for all nations, is the recognition by democratic

nations that the old cartel system of divide and spoil at the expense of the
smaller nations is impossible in such a world.
In its own way, the important Bretton Woods international monetary

conference held in New Hampshire last July was economically decisive to
postwar relations. The conference at Bretton Woods set up an Interna-

tional Monetary Fund to help rehabilitate nations devastated by war,
stimulate foreign trade, furnish a common exchange value and eliminate

restrictions hampering the growth of world trade.

This group of leading industrialists and economists pointed out yet
another striking lesson for America. It is as sharp a reminder to those

forces in private business who still shudder when they hear "federal sub-

Here, too, is the new world emerging -- in dollars and cents, in practical

ideals and human brotherhood.

sidies" as it is to all groups in America who refuse to accept the fact that
times have changed. The lesson is that "there is a universal demand that

Perhaps in few plants in the nation is the vision of a postwar life with

mass unemployment shall not be allowed to develotÿ in the postwar period
as it did in the depression which began in 1929. That demand is as

its new joys and its new opportunities for leisure, health, enjoyment
and culture so nurtured as at the Electronic Corporation of America. Our
immediate world is one of science and of technical advancement. We

insistent as it is widespread. Governments will not ignore it. If private
enterprise flags, they may be expected to take internal measures to sustain and promote employment."

have harnessed the electron with powers for war; we will take these
powers and shape them into peacetime commodities to make life a more
buoyant, expansive experience.

This cool, sharp and practical talk from cool, sharp and practical
industrialists is the new language of America. It follows the ideals which
have been consecrated in battle and pledged to the postwar world in the
historic conference of Teheran. It means that with a democratic approach
to industrial problems and foreign trade, there must inevitably come a

higher standard of living for all nations. With such a new economy, the
upsurge of democracy in colonial nations, in Asia, in the Pacific, must also
come. And a wave of enlightenment and cultural achievements will spread
from the great powers to the most remote sections of the world.

The wonders of America's industrial and scientific machine, the genius

of its craftsmanship and the skill of its workers, has already in the very
furnace of war forged instruments Of good living that men dreamed of, but
never believed possible in their lifetime.
The farmer in the postwar year may be able to plan his harvesting
not only for the next year but as far ahead as 1960. Electronic tubes

which record the quantity of sunfall on land will compile weather tables
This is the promise of the new world of tomorrow.
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and charts for long-term forecasts.
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J THE FARM OF TOMORROW J

I'THE HOUSE OF TOMORROW J

J
BU!LT ON A TURNTABLE WHICH TURNS TO FACE
THE SUN ALL DAY LONG, THtS HOUSE WILL CAPTURE
SUNBEAMS THROUGH ITS SPECrAL ULTRA.VIOLET

EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED, WILL

FEATURE THE FARM OF TOMORROW MUCH CROP LAND WILL

RAY TRANSMITTING WINDOWS--AND USE THESE
BEAMS FOR HEALTH AND HEATING.

JTHE KITCHEN OF TOMORROWI

BE KEPT UNDER GLASS IN WINTER, HEATED BY ELECTRICAL

STEAM PIPES. IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO GROW SIX TO EIGHT
CROPS OF VEGETABLES A YEAR.

ITHE COMMUTE. OF TOMORROW I TOMORROW'S COMMUNICATIONSI

I THE LIBRARY OF TOMORROWJ

GLASS ENCLOSED OVENS WILL ENABLE FOOD TO
COOK IN PLAIN. SIGHT, WHILE REFRIGERATORSÿ

BUILT INTO THE WALLSÿWILL HAVE QUICK FREEZ.
ING COMPARTMENTS. AIR CONDITIONING WILL
CARRY OFF ODORS, WHILE ELECTRIC .DISHWASHERS
AND GARBAGE DISPOSER5 WILL LIGHTEN THE

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO LIVE 100 MILES FROM WORK,
CE/ÿITRAL FEATURE WILL BE THE RECEIVING SET CAPTURING AND PROJECTING TELEVISION AND FACSIMILE NEWSPAPERS.

YET COMMUTE IN SUBWAY RIDER'S TIME--WITH
THE NEW HELICOPTER. SAFE AND EASY TO HANDLE,
IT WILL BE PARKED ON SPECIAl. SKYSCRAPER LAND.
ING FIELDS.

TELEVISION WILL COMBINE WITH THE RADIO TELE.
PHONE TO ENABLE YOU TO SPEAK TO FRIENDS OR
BUSINESS CUSTOMERS HALF WAY AROUND THE
WCÿLDÿAND SEE THEM. TOO.

ITCHEN'S BURDEN.
i

J EtA

EQUIPMENT

FOR

THE

OUT OF A BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE AS OLD AS RADI(ÿ ITSELF, WILL COME "ECA--THE,RADIO MAN'S
RADIO" -- THE KINI3 OF SET THE MAN WHO.KNOWS RADIOS BEST CHOOSES FOR HIS pERSONAL
USE. ECA RADIOS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF MODELS -- PORTABLES, TABLE SETS. CONSOLES,
RADIO-PHCÿNOGRAPH. COMBINATIONS, HOME RECORDING UNITS--IN AM AND FM. THEY'WILL BE
OFFERED TO YOU IN CXJ31NET STYLES TO HARMONIZE WITH MODERN OR PERIOD FURNITURE... AND WILL
BE PRICED SO THAT THOSE OF EVEN THE MOST MODEST BUDGETS MAY ENJOY THEM.
i

WORLD OF TOMORROW J

IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRO-MEDICAL ANALYSTS. THE ELECI'RO-PHYSICAL lABORATORiES,

INC.. A DIVISION OF THE ELECTRONIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA. HAS DEVELOPED A
NUMBER OF IIÿSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN HEART, BRAIN AND THERAPEUTIIÿ, DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT. WE OFFER THEM TO THE MEDiCAl. PROFESSION IN THE HOPE THAT THEY WILL
PROVE BENEFICIAL TO DOCTOR AS WELL AS PATIENT.

....

"

i

[

II

"

Electronics---a word that is shaping an immense promise, a revolution
that is only now becoming apparent in the first reverberation of its mar-

depends on us, on you, on every man and woman in America, every
group and every class to stand up and be counted as the new world begins

vels, will enable man's eyes to see disease germs now hidden from any-

to emerge.

thing but the most powerful microscopes.

,,t/as

"The electron tube, so innocent and so mysterious to a layman's eyes,
will touch you, in the years to come, wherever and however you live-your sight, hearing and taste, the food you eat, the healing of your body,
the safety of your home, and the tremendous progress of your business,
wherever it may be." Charles E. Wilson, president of the General Electric Company and former vice-chairman of the War Production Board,
made that postwar promise. This promise is likely to be kept much sooner
than scientists and technicians had first dared to hope.
The new world of tomorrow presents us with dreams of automobiles

made from plastic durable as a Flying Fortress; amazing speed from
tiny engines; cars shaped like an elongated egg with upholstery made
from perhaps soy beans, or glass, or synthetic fibers, which will defy
any form of stain, drippings, burn or tear.
We see a world with housing made in sections and put together in a
few hours. Plumbing, refrigerators, windows, floorings, ceilings--every=
thing that a modern house needs with all its accompanying conveniences
will be erected in less than a day. For how much? One such four-and=a-

The responsibility of industry will be to Cooperate with government and
with labor, to keep its machines going, to expand its production, to take
the economic leadership with constructive force. Large industry, the backbone of the nation's greatness, has shown its adaptability, its immense

capacities in marshalling the tools of war.
If it is to continue great and constructive, it must join with the new
army of progressive citizens and leaders; it must recognize that govern-

ment has the right, the duty to help supervise and adjust its potentials
for the national good.

Big business has traditionally been looked upon as a fattened and
greedy power, selfish and obstinate, isolated and complacent. This picture changed drastically in the war. Big business converted. Big business
enlisted governmental aid. Big business showed it, too, had a heart and

that it was peopled by human and alert minds.

half=ro0m model equipped with winter and summer ventilating systems,

The obligation of industry must be, first and unchallenged, the prosperity of the nation and the development of its democratic heritage. It

with windows from floor to ceiling, made of sun-ray glass, is being planned

must accept trade unionism. It must accept federal responsibility to solve

for mass production to cost from $1,700 to $2,500.

differences between capital and labor, and if it is wise, it will continue to
sponsor and utilize the already-proven labor-management committee.

The list of postwar wonders is long. Some are for the period long
after the postwar, many are virtually in the assembly line stage. From
the "next automobile" to food, household equipment, helicopters and
the farm of tomorrow--there will be startling new reasons for bountiful

living.

Its nonpartisanship in the fundamental activities of the nation for
planned economy, for social improvements, for federal controls---cannot

be discarded after the war. For the peacetime problems will be of terrific
strain and their solutions will impose on industry the most calculated and
patriotic efforts.

7,t/e a 7 /a,dd

Big business has a tremendous stake in the postwar. It can assure

The face of the world is changing--politically, economically and in
the field of science, technologically.

itself of the respect and cooperation of all sections of America, only if
it shows the willingness and devotion to duty that it showed in the war.

We want such a world. It is in our hands to mould, keep, preserve. It

Small business, too (there are 2,000,000 businesses with fewer than
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iF YOU WANT THIS . . .

IF YOU WANT THIS . . .

THEN . . .

THEN . . .

V

Ill BE AN OSTRICH .-- DON'T BOTHER TO
THINK ABOUT AMERICA'S POST. WAR
FUTURE

O STUDY AND DISCUSS AMERICA'S POSTWAR POTENTIALiTiES.

'ÿ VOTE FOR CONGRESSMEN WHO STAND

lJÿ VOTE FOR CONGRESSMEN WHO FEEL IT
IS THE GOVERNMENT'S'RESPONSiBILITY TO
HELP ACHIEVE EMPLOYMENT AND FULL
PRODUCTION.

FOR "NORMALCY" AND PLANLESSNESS--

WHO BELIEVE IN THE INEVITABILITY OF
PERIODIC DEPRESSION

qiF

LET ISOLATIONISTS CUT US OFF FROM
UNITED NATIONS' COOPERATION AND
FRIENDSHIP FOR THE REALIZATION OF
WORLD PEACE AND PROSPERITY

ALLOW ALL GOVERNMENT-OWNED
PLANTS TO BE SHUT DOWN AFTER THE
WAR

Iÿ

i

V

O SUPPORT MEASURES WHICH WILL CONTINUE THE UNITY OF THE UNITED NATIONS
FOR POST WAR WORLD PEACE AND
PROSPERITY.

O MAKE SURE THAT GOVERNMENT PLANTS
WHICH CAN MAKE PEACETIME GOODS
ARE OPERATED FOR JOBS AND PRODUCTiON AFTER THE WAR.

GRAPHICS

INSTITUTE
I

100 workers each), faces its greatest test in the years to come. Of the

total business employment in the United States, approximately 45 percent is engaged by these 2,000,000 small firms.
All firms, large and small, should plan boldly and intelligently so
that the high levels of employment and production can be maintained in
peacetime. Though many of the problems of a small business are common

to all industries, it is true that 2,000,000 small businesses are one of the
nation's greatest laboratories for new products and ideas. This is a

responsibility that small business must continue to grasp.

When we talk of OUR government, we talk of OUR America. The
postwar world must make those two words synonymous.

Labor with its more than thirteen million trade unionists can become
one of the most influential factors for good after the war. The great
majority of unionists and their leaders know that. They have given ample
evidence of their patriotism and their courage.

Qo,,t,m,mm/J/oMs 8c.M
Government, in the final analysis, is the structure on which national
policy depends. It is federal government which holds the scales balancing
our resources and our manpower, our capital and our labor.

Pnatever the political divergencies of the people and whatever political conviction holds sway, it is the government which controls the
destinies of the nation. As such it is responsible to every single man,

woman and child in the nation.
Our government proved itself resourceful, aggressive, statesmanlike in

war. It achieved a stature the United States has never had in all its history. It achieved it with the cooperation of men of all political shades.
The federal responsibility in peacetime to the welfare of its people
and its industries will be no less demanding than it was during war.
It must see to it that the progressive revolution of production and buying power, of aids to small business and protection to the worker, of
curbs in profiteering and subsidies to the farmer, of the thousand and
one statutes which welded the nation into an invincible unit, must be
retained and expanded.
In its international policies, we look to the government to strengthen

our Allied relations, to promote good will with our neighbors, to build
its future and that of the world, on the foundations of our international
commitments.
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Labor has provided example after example to underline its own
oft-expressed slogan that it has no interests other than that of the people
and progressive government. There is no reason to doubt that. With the
exception of such unrepresentative elements as John L. Lewis, labor
leaders have been up to the hilt for victory, impressive demonstrators
for a peacetime program of abundance and full employment.

Whether we be a businessman, worker, farmer, government employee,
doctor, nurse, teacher, or industrial magnate, the interests in progressive
government and world stability will be common to us all. The war was

won by great and small nations banding together in a joint crusade
against evil and destruction. We are winning that battle, winning it
because we remain united, because we never lost sight of the crusade

and the riches in its victory.
Their obligation to the nation is to continue that policy. The postwar period, one of great struggle in transition, can be tipped into chaos
by irresponsible and vengeful labor leaders. It is to be hoped and anticipated that labor will not swerve from its patriotic course.
In cooperation with industry and government, labor has dug deep roots
for postwar harmony. We are confident that the roots will nourish our
economy, will help our nation flourish. We are confident that labor will

At home, there will come periods of confusion and distress, perhaps.

There will be sharp political struggles. There will be disruptive groups
seeking to undermine our harmony, confuse our minds, promote class
discord and race prejudice.
These groups must be weeded out, isolated, quarantined from Amer-

ican life.

play its great role.
To all of us, then, there is the common problem of making our country
stable, prosperous, contented; of making the world secure, peaceful,
To Mr. and Mrs. America the promise of victory has been synonymous
with the promise of a new kind of world. Americans born of Mayflower
ancestry and Americans who speak the tongues of many foreign countries,
Americans of all creeds and races and colors have been heroes.

democratic. If we jointly accept this problem the eras ahead for our
children are literally golden ones.
To these aims, we of Electronic Corporation of America dedicate ourselves, our thoughts, our energies and our resources.

To them the whole world owes a rich debt. The people will in turn
repay the valor of their allies in this war with a greater understanding
of their countries, their systems, their problems. The postwar American
should be a more alert American, keenly aware of the fact that what hap-

pens in Addis Ababa casts its reflection in Oshkosh.
He can be counted on to be as vigilant and two-fisted in his defense
of democracy anywhere in the world after the war, as he was brave and

ingenious in his battle against the Axis. He should be a more tolerant
American, a more politically mature American, an American conscious

of his strength and his responsibilities.
These are the tests of Mr. and Mrs. America in the postwar.

If peace and world prosperity are to be indivisible--and they will be
--then the job remains up to us.
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OUR IÿRODUC-I"ION, OUR I.ABOIt RELATIONS AND OUR CONSUMER RELATIONS
,mÿ Products . . . currently we are pro-

and enjoy equal opportunities for advancement.

ducing special electronic testing equipment for

We believe in giving the consumer his money's

the military services. After the war, we will

worth.., and we express that belief in the ECA
Radio... a better radio at a. lower price, pro-

manufacture ECA Radios of superlative quality
at competitive prices. •
,mÿ Labor Relations . . . a production
team captained by a Labor-Management Committee. At ECA, harmony between worker and
executive results in a high degree of production
efficiency through the contribution of labor-saving ideas and a conscientious attitude toward:

the job at hand.
]ÿ,f Cmÿ Consumer Relations... ECA ispeo2

ple-minded, lVe know that the health of our
business depends upon the health of. America's

duced under ideal conditions, and sold to you
through reliable dealers.
Vie believe that the ECA Outlook is sound. We
know that millions of 'Americans endorse this

outlook and will want to do business with our
kind of corporation. Every time you buy an
ECA product, or urge others to do so, you are

encouraging ECA to continue to tell America
that our nation can live with its neighbors in
peace, and go forward in the postwar era to an
economy of abundance for all.., regardless of
race, color or creed.

economy as a whole, and that we can prosper

only when the people enjoy sustained buying
power and a high standard of living. 1Ve believe in an expanding democracy where every
American gets abreak.., and we express that
belief in our advertisements and in our spontar.ship of radio news commentators who share

our faith in America and its people. IVe believe
in the democratic principle that all men are created free and equal . . . and we practice that

belief in our plant where peoples of different
races and religions work together harmoniously,

Immediately a/ter new radios become available,

the dematul /or them will be so great that it
will be impossible to fill all orders. If you are
planning to buy an ECA Radio, we suggest that
you reserve yours promptly. A card, with your

name and address; and the type oI model you'd
like, will placeyou on the ECA high-priority
list, arm assure you o/ one of our sets with minimum delay. Send your reservation to the Elec.
tronic Corporation of America, and we will
iorward it to your nearest dealer.

ECA presents WILLIAM S. GAILMOR, and his personal interpreta- .
tion of the news. Five nights a week, 2ÿlonday through Friday,
at 1 ! :05, on Station ÿ]Z, Key Station o/the Blue Network.
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As a Public Service,
The Electronic Corporation of America is
pleased to present this new and timely booklet

entitled: "A PLAN FOR AMERICA AT PEACE."
We have prepared and published this plan
as our modest contribution to the earnest discussion that is taking place throughout our
nation. While the booklet does not pretend to
answer all of the perplexing questions about
the future, it does, we believe, provide food
for considerable thought.
Please accept the enclosed copy with our
compliments. We would appreciate any comment
you would care to make.

Sincerely yours,

Electronic Corporation of America

45 West 18th Street
New York ll, N. Y.

